This paper presents Haskell#, a parallel functional language based on coordination. Hazkell# supports lazy atream commnnication and facilities, at coordination level, to the specification of data parallel programs. Haskell~ supports a clean and complete, semantic and syntactic, separation between coordination and computation levels of programming, with several benefits to parallel program engineering. The implementation of some well-known applications in Haskell# is presented, demonstrating its expressiveness, allowing for elegant, simple, and concise specification of any static pattern of parallel, concurrent or distributed computation.
INTRODUCTION
Haakeil [27] is a general purpose, pure functional programming language incorporating recent innovations in programruing language design. It has now become de facto standard *Also at Departamento de Estatistica e Inform~tica, Universidade Catdlica de Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil. tSponsored by CNPq grants 463858/00-0 and 523974/96-5.
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The idea of parallel functional programming dates back to 1975 [23, 12] when Burge [5] suggested the technique of evaluating function arguments in parallel, with the possibility of functions absorbing unevaluated arguments and perhaps also exploiting speculative evaluation. In general, parallelism obtained from referential transparency in pure functional languages is of too fine granularity, not yielding good performance. The search for ways of controlling the degree of parallelism of functional programs by means of automatic mechanisms, either static or dynamic, had little success [15, 26, 18] . Compilers that exploit implicit parallelism have been facing difficulty to promote good load balancing amongst processors and to keep commu=ication costs low. On the other hand, explicit parallelism with annotations to control the demand of evaluation of expressions, creation/termination of processes, sequential and parallel composition of tasks, and mapping of these tasks onto specific processors have been proposed by many authors [6, 16, 28, 32] with good performance results. But, in general, in those approaches computation and communication are interwinded, not allowing reasoning about these elements in isolation.
The coordination paradigm [11] is an attempt to separate concurrent programs in two components: coordination and computation. There is a consensus that the abstraction of concurrent programming in these two levels provides higher degrees of modularity, compoJabillty, generality, portability, poasibilit9 oJ formal analpais of parallel programs, and support [or heterogeneous computing [11, 10] . The relation of this new paradigm to parallel functional programming can be seen from two perspectives. In the first one, coordination is an important tool for facing the main ditticulties of parallel functional programming [3, 19] . In the second one, higherorder and non-strictness turn functional languages adequate to the specification of coordination of tasks [8, 24] .
Ha~kell# [7, 21] is a general concurrent extension to Haskell be~ed on coordination aimed at distributed memory parallel architectures t. Haskell# offers a clean and complete sepaZAt present, Haskell# ha~ been implemented for SP2 and CoP's (clusters of PC's) architectures. ration between sequential computation and coordination, at semantic and syntactic levels, by the use of an orthogonal configuration language (HCL) for coordination of H a s k e l l sequential processes. The non-strict nature of H~skell is essential to allow generality and total transparency between coordination and computation, a property known as process hierarchy. Memy benefits of Haskell# parallel programming engineering axe due to this property. Process hierarchy allows for independent development of program components, reusing of existing and tested Haskell modules, formal analysis of parallel prograrn~ based on Petri net forrn~|ism, efficient implementation over virtually any distributed memory parallel arc2dtecture, etc. Haskell# model of concurrency is inspired by Occam [17] , a language based on Hoare's CSP (Calculus of Sequential Processes) [14] . The decision for following the Occam computational model had as goal to make possible the automatic analysis of formal properties and, thus, to help the programmer to reason about the application under development. An environment to analyze form~l properties of Haskell# applications using Petri nets is described in [21] .
The structure of this paper comprises six sections. Section I is this introduction. In Section 2, the l-Iaslmll# parallel progr~rnrn~ng environment is described. In Section 3, Haskell# is compared to other parallel functional languages based on coordination. In Section 4, some Haskell# programs are presented to demonstrate its expressiveness. Conclusions and lines for further work are discussed in Section 5. Bibliography is presented in the Section 6.
THE HASKELL# LANGUAGE
Haskell# provides an integrated coordination environment for developing, simulating and analyzing formal properties of generic concurrent systems. Applications axe structured in two layers. The sequential one relates to fimc~iona[ modules, sequential H a s k e l i programs. The communication level (HCL, or Haskell# Coordination Language) ~glues" functional modules together forming a network of processes, later mapped onto processors of a distributed parallel architecture. Figure 1 depicts the Haskell# programming environment. Affair writing a Haskell# program, there are two possibilities: either to generate its executable code, or to translate it into Petri nets. In the former case, the system executes in a distributed memory environment. In the later case, it is possible to analyze formal properties of the topology of the network structure using INA [29] , a Petri net simulator and analyser, helping programmers to r e a~n about the system.
In what follows, we show how HaskelI# programs are specified at coordination level, presenting informally the syntax and semantics of the HCL constructors. At the computational level, standard H a s k e l l programming is used.
The Structure of HCL Configurations
A HCL program is composed by four sections, which respectively declares modu/e interfaces, channels, disfribution of proc,~saea onto processors, and actieations of f~nctional processes. Each kind of HCL declaration is described below. An application has also a header in which its name and interface are declared. The declaration below shows an example of a header: It specifies that an application, called App, has n dynamic arguments (tl to ~,,) and m outputs (ul to u~n). Application interfaces will permit, in the near future, to include in Haskell# support for hierarchical composition of Haskeil# programs. The idea is to generalize the notion of instantiation of processes, allowing them to be instantiated from configurations, similarly to the one implemented in K2 [1] , providing new opportunities for reuse, now at coordination level. Static parameters (pl to pn) allow support for pzkrameterized applications. The compiler must replace actual values, provided at compile time, far the formal parameters in the HCL code.
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I n s t a n t i a t i n g F u n c t i o n a l P r o c e s s e s In Haskell#, functional processes are instances of functional modules. Module abstractions must configure the interface of processes being instantiated from a functional module. Input and output ports enable processes to communicate amongst themselves. Ports are strongly t y p e d and of ground type, either basic (integer, floating points etc.) or structured over basic ones (lists of integers, trees of booleans, etc.). A module abstraction is defined as following: Here, the module interface I defines an intedaco for functional module M. This module declares a function main with the following i n t e d a~:
main:: ~t "-+ t~ .-.t t' s -+ IO(t4,ts,ts) Note t h a t tx, t2, t' q, t4, ts, re, and t~ axe Haskeli types. Each process m[s], for ~ from i to 8, instemtiated from M using the i n t e r f a~ I, has n 4" 5 input ports, associated with the three arguments of its main function (one input port declaration for each argument), and n + 3 output porte associated with the three elements of t h e tuple retuxned by main (one output declaration for each tuple element). The input p o r t ipt is associated with the first argument. The input ports ip2 and ip3 [i] , for i from 1 to n, where n is a parameter, associated with the second argument, yields a non-deterministic choice. The actual value of the argument comes from the first port to be ready to receive a value 2 . Function f receives a list of values of t y p e ts ([t_~]), whose elements are received f~m ports ip4, ips and ips, and transforms it into a single value of t y p e t's, which is passed to the third argument of main. The output port opx sends the value of the first tuple element. Ports op2 and spa model non-deterministic o u t p u t ports. The value is sent through one of the ports, chosen non-deterministicaliy, t h a t are connected to an input port of another process t h a t is ready to receive a value. Ports op411] to op4[n] send the value of the third element of the tuple. The function g receives as argument this value and the humher of ports through which the value must be distributed.
Its result type is a list of values of t y p e [t~]
. Each element of this list is then sent through a port. During process execution, the lazy semantics of functional processes guarantees t h a t an input port is read only when its associated argument value is required for computation of some expression. A process remains blocked until a value is available on the channel ( sl/nchronou8 communication). 
Communication Channels

m s u c h t h a t i < = j
There are two channel declarations. The ftrst one defines a channel that connects o u t p u t port a of process p0 to input port b of the process pt-The channel t y p e is the type of the involved ports. The second one uses an indexed form to declare m x n r~p.nneis which connect o u t p u t ports c[i] of process master to input ports c of the processes elaves~'], for i from 1 to n and j from 1 to m, such that i is less than j. These ports are connected through a lazy stream channel, which m a y t r a n s m i t elements of a list one at a time, whenever it is evaluated. Lazy stream channels are implemented using Haakell lazy lists and allow transparent process interaction during computation. The number 100, in the declaration above, specifies t h a t the list must be sent in blocks of t h a t size, controlling communication overheads 2The sern:Lntic of input ports non-deterministic choice is inspired in the P H I ALT constructor semantic in OCCAM. and granularity. If the block size is omitted, size one is assamed by default.
Haskell# neither al/ows dynamic channel creation nor fullduplex communication. One could argue t h a t this is too restrictive. However, our emphasis is to provide a model of channel t h a t makes possible to statically analyze formal properties of the process network. Besides that, strict rules force programmers to have a better undez-~;.anding of the system and to specify precisely what they want to do.
Non-determinism and Streams
If strp~m c h i n -s i s connect n ports (either input or output) involved in ~ non-deterministic communication, it is important to note that a non-deterministic choice is m a d e for each element in the list to be t r a n s m i t t e d or received nondeterministically. This allows the merge of several streams into a single list on input side, or the split of a list in several streams on the output side. In the program described in Section 4, we use this feature to model management of demands and responses in a client/server application.
Indexing and Parameterization
The parameterieation and support for indexed referencing of processes and ports, possibly using variables in conjunction with for and s u c h t h a t clauses, allow the management of HCL code of a large number of processes and the easier representation of complex network topologies.
Initialization, Execution, and Termination
Haskell# programs start by the explicit activation of all of its processes in s t a r t declarations. Execution is d e m a n d driven by the arguments on input ports. Values may be passed explicitly to processes. E~amples of s t a r t declarations follow: s t a r t f p l ? ? s t a r t fp2 [1, 2, 3, 4] ? b ? ? s t a r t r e p e t i t i v e fp2 ? f, where f in even_values
The first declaration activates process fpl, which will receive the value from its two input ports. The Krst and third ports of process fp2 receive values explicitly. They axe not connected to a channel. The third s t a r t declaration is an example of a r e p e a t e d activation. Process fp2 will be activated repeatedly until the hole program ends. On each activation, it demands arguments on its first port, while, on the second one, values are explicitly given from an infinite list, generated by function e~en_~alues. In the w h e r e clause of repetitive processes, it is a necessary condition t h a t the list or lists declared be infinite. The use of the symbol ? as a list element means t h a t the corresponding value must he o b t~n e d through communication I i.e., not explicitly. If an element of the list is ?, it must be received from the port. This feature makes possible to avoid deadlocks on cyclic networks by explicit activation of some processes in the cycle. 
#
Stream communication and Repetitive Processes
In Haskell#, a port of type [t] of a non repetitive process can be connected to a port of type t of a repetitive process. On each acti~r~tion, the repetitive process will consume an element of the n~nm.
Termination Condition
A Haskell# application terminates whenever all of its non repetitive processes terminate. Thus, a program with only repetitive processes never terminate.
2_~ Placement of Functional Processes
The execution environment of Haskell# applications is a network of processing node~, onto which functional processes are statically mapped. Programmers allocate processes in groups, in which processes execute concurrently. Before task allocation, nodes are classified at.cording to their lectures, such as node processor speed (fast or slow), amoun~ of memor~ 3 available (large or thin) or eommunic6~ion speed (high or low), in file node. classes. In the node. £d file, each node must be assigned to at most one feature of eadx class. Processes Po, pl, and p2 are allocated on a processor with features f,~st and wide from da.sees speed ~nd memory, respectively, while n processes p~[i] axe mapped onto distinct nodes with feature slow of class speed. There is no reference to the class memorTI, allowing a ~vide or thin node to be allocated for ps. In the last declaration, the n processes p4[| ~] are mapped onto the s~me node.
A Brief History of Haskell, Evolution
Haskell~t is still an evolving language. In its first version [22] , message passing primitives, send (!) and receive (? -----), were defmed in Haskell, on top of the IO monad. In order to allow the analysis of the Haskeil~ programs using Petri nets, message passing primitives were eliminated fxom the computation language IT, 21]. This kept process hier,~rcht/ but decreased the expressive power of Haskell# in specifying some common static patterns of parallel and concurrent computation. The use of stream communication made possible for Haskell# to be as expressive as in its original version without any loss of process hierarchy. The Haskell# version presented here is the first to include streams~ and also now facilities to build data parallel progr~m-q and a revised notion of initialization and finalization of program-~.
RELATED WORK
The relation between coordination and parallel functional programming can be seen from two perspectives. In the first one, coordination is considered ~n important tool for parallel functional languages ~ud models, because of its ability to abstract parallel concerns from specification of computation. Eden [2] and Caliban [19, 31] are eJamples of languages focused on these ideas. In the last one, higher-order and non-strict style of functional programming has been seen as an powerfull w~y to specify coordination amongst tasks. SCLI8] and Delbium [24] are eyamples of languages that use the functional paradigm at coordination level. Haskell# belongs to the first c.~tegory. Likewise Eden and Caliban, it uses Haskell for specifying computation, assuming a static network where functional processes communicate through point-to-point and unidirectional channels. Below, we discuss the most important points which distinguish Haskell# from the other known parallel functional languages based on coordination:
• The adoption of a configuration basedS [ • The modelling of parallel architectures. It is a widely acknowledged fact that generic mapping of processes to processors is a difficult problem to be treated automatically. The mech~nlsms for this purpose, either dynamic or static, are not e~cient at all instances. We decided to follow a static and ezpIicit approach in Haskell# for a/location of processes, similarly to Caliban. The only difference is that Haskell# makes possible to model both processes needs for optimal execution and architecture characteristics. The programmer is then responsible to find explicitly the best mapping between functional processes and processors using these information.
• The analgsia of formal properties using Petri nets. When developing Haskell#, one of our main concerns was to support the analysis of formal properties of progr~m~. A compiler that translates HCL into INA [29] , a Petri net analysis tool, was developed by Lima [21] .
• The east/ and eJ~icient implementations. Unfike Eden and Caliban, Haskeil# needs no run-time system support. It can be easily implemented by gluing a fast aThe configuration paradigm was developed in the context of specifics.lion of distributed systems [20] . 
HASKELL# EXAMPLES
Following the terminology defined in [30] , we distinguish between two kinds of concurrent systems: b'ansformationaZ and react/ue. The first one relates to systems that receive some input and yield an output at its end, while the second one relates to systems where the central task is not to compute a result, but to maintain some interaction with its environment. In general, reactive systems never terminate. Operating systems and some kinds of control applications are e~nrnples of them. Parallel syetRr-~ can be seen as concurrent systems with transformational behaviour. In general, applications belonging to this subset of concurrent systems have requirements of efficiency, because of their time constraints, while the others have requirements of structuring sol, ware or distribution. Distributed systems are concurrent systems where processes are distributed across a network of computers. Recently, the emerging of c/aster computing technology has inspired a new distributed view of parallelism. This is one of the important facts which let us to believe that Haskell# is a useful tool for programming on ci~stera.
For building parallel programs, HaskeIl# offers a general functional view of parallelism. Using this approach, data parallelism s can be easily implemented by instantiation of severed processes that perform the same task for processing of parts from some large data structure. The data can be distributed amongst processes and joined after parallel computation using special user-defined data parallel operators, programmed in Haakeli, specified at configuration level (HCL) (see the syntax of declaration of ports in Section 2.2). We intend to define, in the near future, a set of pre.defmed data parallel operators to be used in HCL programs. Indexing notation allows referencing several proceases concisely, a requirement of data parallel progrAmm Lug environments.
The explicit and static notion of processes communicating through a network is well suited to specification of general 4We have successfully used MPI and GHC, respectively, in our implementations eData Parallelism is considered the most common and efficient form of parallelism, providing high scalabili~, because the amount of parallelism exploited depends on the amount of data to be processed. However, it is less general than f~nctional pgr~llelisn~ in which it can be p~-~;ly simulated. concurrent systems. Several languages, notably based on configuration, use this approach to deal with distributed systems [20] , but not dealing with requirements of parallel ones. In this section, we present the implementation of some common concurrent applications in Haskell~. Our goal here is to demonstrate how expressive is Haskell# to express wellknown patterns of general static concurrent systems.
The Haskell# code far the ey~mples presented in this paper can be found at ram. cin.ufpe .br\-fhcj\~ac2002_ao~urcea.
The Dining Philosophers Problem
The Dining Philosophers is a Common synchronization problem from concurrency theory, stated as follows: a number of phiZosophers are seated around a table forming a circle, each one with a plate of spaghetti and two forks to eat it. Each fork is shared by two adjacent philosophers. The philosopher can only eat after getting the two forks in a certain order (left to right). Thus, if a philosopher is eating, the two adjacent ones must be thinking. If all the philosophers get their leit forks at the same time, they will wait forever for the right one. This situation models deadlock, a state where all processes belong to a communicating group in a system are waiting for another process in the group.
The Haskell# solution is very simple. Assume n philosopher processes connected in a ring, each one with two input ports for receiving the left and right forks and two output ones to give the forks to its left and right neighbours (See Figure 2) . Philosophers are thinking when they have no forks or eating when they have both lei~ and right forks. In start declaration, we distribute the forks amongst philosophers, such that the maximal number of philosophers will initiate eating. If there is an even number of philosophers, the remaining fork is given to the last one. The other philosophers will initiate thinking and will try to receive forks from their neighbours. It is not dimcult to verify that this solution thereafter never deadlocks. 
The Alternating Bit Protocol
The Al~erna~ng Bit Protocol (ABP) is a simple yet elective protocol for managing retranemission of lost messages on low-level implementations of messaging-pa~sing model. Considering a receiver process A and a sender process B connected by two stream channels, the protocol ensures that whenever a message transmitted from B to A is lost, it is retransmitted. resp[~ ports, one for each server too. All queries must identify the source client. Observe that there is no need for a manager process to decide in which server to process each query, a~ needed in the solution presented for Eden [4] . We model this using only the support for non-determinism of Haskell#. The matrix multiplication on the mesh problem was extracted from [25] . This problem is stated as follows: given t~o n X n matrices A and B, such that ini~i61l# A [i,j] between processes on the grid at each step until the final result is obtained. In its simple form, this solution has too fine granularity for obtaining good speedup, but it is very interesting for demonstrating how expressive Haskell# is to specify a systolic pattern of parallel computation on a grid. Many parallel algorithms use this scheme. Figure 5 presents part of the network of processes of this application, emphasizing the grid of processes.
Matrix Multiplication on the Mesh
Photon Transport Simulation
MCP-Haskell# is a parallel version of MCP-Hnakeil [13] , a program that implements a simplified form of the Monte Carlo Particle T~ansport Problem, which involves simulating statistical behavior of particles (photons, neutrons, electrons, etc.) while they travel through objects of specified shapes and materials. Datg parallelism allows processing of particles in parallel, because each photon is independent and can be tracked and tallied independently. Each track and tally process composition computes a disjoint set of photons. The process stat/#-tics collects information yielded from tallying and computes statistical information about the simulation. A pipeline connects processes prob_defs, gracka and tallies for allowing them to operate in parallel. Stream communication is essential for this purpose, but the performance benchmark has shown that the gain in performance obtained from use of the pipe line is very poor, because almost all computation is performed by the track processes. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented Huskell#, a parallel extension to Haskel[ based on coordination. Its ability to compose parallel programs from sequential parts in a transparent way makes it suitable for the definition of the most important patterns of parallel, concurrent and distributed computation in a unified way. We showed the specifir~tion of some applications using Haskell# to demonstrate its expressiveness. Our goal now is to implement large-scale applications of practical interest, for making performance benchmarking on clusters, and for improving Hnskell# model of coordination and its environment for program construction. At present, we started to develop an integrated environment fur graphical specification of parallel and general concurrent systems, to be used in education (teaching of pasallelism and concurrency in undergraduate courses) and also for practical development and management of complex applications. We also continue to investigate the applicability of Petri net formalism to the analysis of formal properties of Haskell# parallel programs. At present, a new specification for translation of Ha-qkell# applications to Petri nets has been produced, now dealing with stream communication.
